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RixTrans – Your new generation language service provider 

RixTrans is a consistently professional and affordable translation company that specialises in providing 

quality language solutions to companies and organisations that are operating in the IT, marketing, medical, 

technical, telecommunications, government, finance and automotive industries. 

Quality is the key component of RixTrans business, so we treat quality issues very seriously. To satisfy our 

customer needs, we work only and exclusively with competent mother tongue translators and interpreters. As 

a RixTrans client, you will receive not only quality translation completed by a native speaker of the target 

language, but also document proofreading which has been carried out by another professional linguist, and a 

text revision by one or more industry experts for highly complicated projects.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key reasons to collaborate with RixTrans: 

1. Individual approach – No matter how big or small is the project, your company will receive our 

undivided attention and support until you are completely satisfied with our work. 

2. Speed of service - RixTrans can almost always meet your delivery deadlines, no matter how 

demanding they are. 

3. Innovative thinking and honest pricing policy - we don’t lower our prices by sacrificing the 

quality of our work. We reduce your costs by using a variety of techniques and high-tech tools. 

4. Friendly client support service provided by experienced project managers 

5. Wide array of services including Translation, Editing, Proofreading, Localization, Subtitling, 

Voice-Over, Dubbing, Desktop Publishing, and other language industry-related services. 

6. Confidentiality - everything we do for you is completely confidential. We even encourage our 

clients to set up a non-disclosure agreement before we start to work for you. 

7. Timely deliveries 99.99% of the times (because disasters happen, but we are taking all preventive 

measures to decrease such possibility to a minimum). 

A few clients we have worked for: 
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